


TOTAL PLAYING TIME: 78:47 min.

FOLK MUSIC OF CHINA, VOL. 19:
FOLK SONGS OF THE LAHU, JINGPO, JINO AND ACHANG PEOPLES

LAHU 
1  Happy Lahus 快乐的拉祜 - 2:19

2  Excerpt from Du Pa Mi Pa (ancient song) 
 杜帕米帕 (古歌 节选) - 1:56

3  Meeting at Laodabao Village 相遇在老达保 - 2:57

4  Song of the New Rice Festival 新米节歌 - 3:18

5  Song of Hunting 打猎歌 - 3:35

6  Duet Love Songs of Lahus 拉祜情歌对唱 - 5:00

JINGPO
7  Gong Duan 贡端 - 7:44

8  Millet Souls 谷魂 - 2:16

9  Beng Yang 崩央 - 2:01

10  Yue Lu 乐鲁 - 1:12

11  Zai Wa 载瓦 - 1:54

12  Le Ga 勒嘎 - 1:29

13  Le Duo Dan 勒多旦 - 2:25

14  A Love Song 情歌 - 1:33

JINO
15  Beautiful Life (folk song) 美好生活 (山歌) - 2:01

16  Praising My Lover Boy 夸情郎 - 1:21

17  A Duet 对唱 - 2:00

18  A Love Song 1 情歌 (一) - 2:35

19  A Love Song 2 情歌 (二) - 1:40

20  Inseparable 难舍难分 - 1:50

21  A Work Song 劳动歌 - 1:44

22  A Proposal Song 求婚歌 - 1:51

23  Mother, Why Don’t You Come Back? 
 阿妈为什么不回来 - 0:57

24  An Old Song of Kelian 柯连老歌 - 1:17

ACHANG
25  Epic (Zhepama and Zhemima) 
 史诗 (遮帕麻和遮米麻) - 1:11

26  Song of Shu Wei 1 树喂调 (一) - 2:28

27  Song of Shu Wei 2 树喂调 (二) - 2:14

28  Song of Shu Wei 3 树喂调 (三) - 2:12

29  Song of Ma Lang - A Happy Folk Song 
 麻郎调 - 喜庆山歌 - 1:31

30  Song of Ma Lang - Carrying Salt 麻郎调 - 背盐 - 1:17

31  Song of Spring 逢春调 - 2:19

32  Song of Spring Ox 使春牛调 - 1:16

33  Song of Tea Harvest 采茶调 - 0:47

34  Song of the Woluo Festival 1 窝罗调 (一) - 2:31

35  Song of the Woluo Festival 2 窝罗调 (二) - 1:54

36  Song of the Woluo Festival 3 窝罗调 (三) - 0:52



FOLK SONGS OF THE LAHU, JINGPO, JINO AND A’CHANG PEOPLES
Many Lahu, Jingpo, Jino (Jinuo) and Achang (A’chang) peoples live in 
Yunnan, southwestern China. Lahu and Jingpo both have populations 
exceeding 100,000, while the Jino and Achang population is much 
smaller, only surpassing around 10,000. The Lahu, Jingpo and Achang 
peoples are all cross-border ethnic groups.

The Lahu live in the Lancang and Menglian autonomous counties of 
Yunnan – a mountainous area that flourishes from tea making – they 
also live in Southeast Asian countries such as Thailand, Laos and 
Vietnam. They are descendants of the ancient Qiang peoples, and 
became known among the locals as tiger hunters – the ‘La’ of Lahu 
meaning ‘tigers’. They speak a Loloish language (a language from 
the much larger Sino-Tibetan language family) which uses the Latin 
alphabet and is spoken using seven different tones. The Lahu are  
semi-nomadic and tend to settle near a water source or live on shifting 
agriculture, which means having to utilize the forest land periodically. 
They usually cut down trees in a chosen area between August and 
October, and burn them between February and March of the next year 
to fertilize the land and grow crops. It is believed that the Lahu were 
originally polytheistic, but, having been influenced over time by larger 
religions, many in China today are now Buddhist with a small majority 
being Christian.

The Jingpo peoples of China live on the border of Myanmar. The broad 
mountains there provide them with abundant precious wood, herbal 
medicine, mines and animals. The same ethnic group living in Myanmar 
and India are called Kachin and Singpo, respectively. Different branches 
of the Jingpo people use five different dialects and two written 
languages. The Jingpo people believe in animism and immortal spirits. 
Their annual ‘Munao Zongge’ festival, meaning ‘dance in mass’, honors 
the sacrifice for the ghost of heaven. Traditional Jingpo villages are built 
in the bamboo grove; the houses, being made of bamboo and wood, 
are rebuilt every seven to eight years.

The Jino people live around the Jinuo Mountain – one of the six great 
Pu’er tea mountains within the Xishuangbanna Dai Autonomous 
Prefecture. They use the Chinese language for both spoken and written 
word since they have no defined language of their own. ‘Jinuo’ is the self-
designation, meaning the people who respect their maternal uncles. 
The Jino people believe that their ancestors were followers of Zhuge 
Kongming, a statesman and military strategist from the third century. 
This belief is reflected in many aspects of their lives, such as in sacrifices, 
and embodied on cloth patterns and buildings. Jino people are also 
known for using bamboo for various things ranging from instruments 
to buildings. Their skilled bamboo-weaving craftsmen make different 
delicate utensils to replace pottery – which is rarely used in their daily life. 

Achang people mainly live on the western side of Yunnan province, 
with a small number also living in northeastern Myanmar. As well as 
the Achang language, they also speak Dai and Chinese. Depending 
on geographical location they tend to believe in Theravada Buddhism 
or Taoism.

FOLK MUSIC OF THE LAHU
Folk songs of Lahu include ballads, love songs, custom songs and 
children’s songs. The same melody can function as a celebrational song 
or, with different lyrics, be played at a funeral. The tempo and register of 
different performances also change per occasion. Frequent leaps with 
glissandi characterize the Lahu folk songs, as we hear in tracks 2 and 6.

The ballad’s lyrics include myths, epics and explanations of Lahu customs 
and rituals – all of which maintain ancient wording. Ballads are usually 
performed using variations of a musical phrase, and sung by the elderly 
in a narrow range of pitch. Track 2 is a representative ballad of ancient 
songs. As an excerpt of Du Pa Mi Pa, track 2 narrates how the Lahu 
goddess, Esha, creates the world at the beginning of time. The entire 
performance of Du Pa Mi Pa takes several days, therefore corresponding 
excerpts are usually sung accordingly at various occasions such as when 
welcoming guests, at weddings and when building a house, etc. 



This album also incorporates custom songs of the Lahu. Track 5 is a song 
for hunting and track 4 is a song for the New Rice Festival. This festival, 
which is not held on a specific day, refers to a ritual that is held by every 
Lahu family at different times during the 7th and 8th lunar months. 
When the rice is ripe in the fields, families make sacrifices to their gods 
and ancestors with new rice, and sing the New Rice Festival song.

In recent years, hundreds of new Lahu songs have become popular 
among the Lahu communities. Tracks 1 and 5 are examples of these new 
songs, and were composed by singers from the Laodabao village. This 
Lahu village features in track 3 as one of the heritage bases that helped 
protect traditional songs like Du Pa Mi Pa. Bases such as this also helped 
support the new Lahu folk songs too. Multi-voice folk songs like tracks 
3 and 5 are a combination of traditional Lahu music and the technique 
of multi-voice singing, learned from Western missionaries in the early 
20th century. As we hear in track 1, guitars have become an important 
accompanying instrument for new Lahu songs, which is also due to the 
missionary activities.

Track 6 comes from the love songs category. Two traditional instruments 
of the Lahu, the gourd mouth organ and Jew’s harp, alternatively play 
an introduction before the female singer starts the love duet. The Lahu 
gourd mouth organs, usually consisting of a gourd chest inserted with 
five bamboo pipes of different lengths, are the main accompanying 
instrument for the mouth organ dance of the Lahu males.

FOLK MUSIC OF THE JINGPO
The folk music of the Jingpo includes folk songs, instrumental music 
and dance music. The folk songs are recognized as epic songs, or songs 
of ritual, love, working and lullaby. Epic songs (also known as Zai Wa) 
include Munao Zai Wa, sung at Munao rituals, and Kongran Zai Wa which 
are sung at weddings. The two types of Zai Wa differ in function but are 
similar in melody, which continuously repeats a short musical phrase. 
Kongran Zai Wa incorporates blessings and the history of marriage in its 
lyrics. Track 11 is a Kongran Zai Wa tune.

Love songs of the Jingpo people are classified by length. The long love 
songs are sung in low voices indoors, while the short ones are sung 
loudly outdoors. Track 14 is a love song.

The most famous working song of the Jingpo people is the husking 
rice tune, known as Yue Lu. It is usually sung by females as a solo or 
duet when Jingpo women are husking rice. Track 10 features a solo 
Yue Lu song.

Beng Yang refers to funeral songs performed either for the elderly, those 
who die naturally or have a lot of descendants. This kind of song cannot 
be sung for those who have had an unnatural death. Beng Yang mainly 
eulogizes the achievements of the deceased rather than expressing 
sorrow. Track 9 features a Beng Yang tune.

FOLK MUSIC OF THE JINO
The folk music of Jino includes folk songs, dance music and instrumental 
music. The Jino people, who practice these traditions from childhood, 
usually sing improvised lyrics to their folk songs. The folk songs are 
divided into mountain songs, sacrificial songs, custom songs, children’s 
songs and hunting songs. Mountain songs, with a relatively free rhythm, 
are the most popular. Depending on the occasion and the contents 
of lyrics, mountain songs can include love songs, songs of etiquette 
teaching and ballads. Tracks 15, 16, 18 and 19 all feature mountain songs.

The hunting tradition is reflected and celebrated in the hunting songs. 
They are usually accompanied by seven bamboo tubes of different sizes. 
These bamboo ideophones, tuned for a pentatonic scale, were used for 
driving beasts and transmitting information while hunting.

Jino people also play Jew’s harps, a three-stringed plucked lute, and a 
pair of big drums that accompany their drum dance. Their folk songs 
mainly adopt two different pentatonic scales, one with semitones and the  
other without.



FOLK MUSIC OF THE ACHANG
The traditional music of the Achang is different in the Longchuan and 
Lianghe counties, the two main living areas of the Achang people. The 
songs on this album were recorded in Lianghe County. The folk music 
of the Achang includes folk songs, instrumental music, dance music 
and opera. The folk songs from the Lianghe area include epic songs, 
mountain songs, sacrificial songs and children’s songs. Achang people 
sing in both Chinese and Achang. Tracks 31, 32 and 33 are all sung in 
Chinese.

The literature and myths of the Achang are orally transmitted. The epic 
song ‘Zhepama and Zhemima’, that describes the creation of the world, 
is the most important. Achang words usually consist of two syllables; 
this is a feature of the lyrics as we can hear on track 25.

Ma Lang songs feature a type of sacrificial song. Originally, they were 
sung for the deceased. Every phrase starts with ‘Ma Lang’, the meaning 
of which has been lost over time. The whole tune is repetitions or 
variations of a phrase, and it employs a scale of three or four notes (A C 
D or A C D E) centered on a minor 3rd interval.

Mountain songs include various ancient tunes such as the Shu Wei, Ba 
Haokun and Ba Songkun – all of which feature on this album. Tracks 26, 
27 and 28 are Shu Wei tunes. Xiaoqie, meaning ‘singing in falsetto’, is a 
type of singing (sung in Achang) that includes the tunes Ba Haokun 
and Ba Songkun. Ba Haokun use only two notes – ‘C’ and ‘A’ – and Ba 
Songkun means ‘beautiful sleeves’. Both of the two tunes are sung with 
meaningful lyrics but repeat nonsensical syllables. Nowadays, the two 
tunes are usually performed at the beginning of a Woluo tune – a tune 
played at the Woluo Festival.

Woluo is thought to be the excited sounds of the Achang ancestors when 
they were celebrating a successful hunt. The modern Woluo Festival is 
an occasion for remembering and sacrificing to their ancestors and the 
two gods in the epic ‘Zhepama and Zhemima’. Woluo music and dance 
is also performed at various celebrations. The Woluo dance starts with 
the Xiaoqie tunes and is followed by a Woluo tune, which is also named 
Daqie, and sung with a natural voice. In tracks 34 and 35, the three tunes 
Ba Haokun, Ba Songkun and Woluo are sung continuously.

The three folk songs sung in Chinese are all excerpts from the Achang 
opera of spring lantern (Chun Deng Xi), which was developed from the 
music brought in by Han migrations about three hundred years ago. 
The opera of spring lantern, including at least twenty-four tunes, is 
performed during the Chinese New Year. Track 32 is usually sung slowly 
in one octave by an older man. Track 33 is one of several tea tunes. 
Imitating the female voice is a notable feature of the opera of spring 
lantern, which is only performed by males.
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LAHU
Singers: 
Villagers from Laodabao Village, Lancang Lahu Autonomous County, Pu’er, Yunnan Province

1. Happy Lahus 快乐的拉祜
Lyrics: “We Lahus, come together on auspicious days and sing melodies from our hearts. Celebrating the happy 
life, we chant heartily. We come together on happy days, make toasts and sing out our blessings. We wish you 
luck and happiness every day. With hearts closely linked, we sing to our hearts’ content and join hands for a 
circle dance. We are happy and we will enjoy happiness forever.”

2. Excerpt from Du Pa Mi Pa (ancient song) 杜帕米帕 (古歌 节选)
The legend has it that in ancient times, the universe was an empty chaos with no sky, earth, human beings or 
anything else. Esha, the goddess of creation, was born in the universe. Her body had the diameter of a human 
hair and the length of a leg hair. But she grew bigger with a rollover and became taller with a stretch. Having no 
place to settle, she flew back and forth in the chaotic universe and slept on her wings when drowsy. After nine 
years, she was grown up, and fully developed after ten. She then created the sky, earth, sun, moon and stars. 
She used her sweat to create various fauna and flora for the universe. 

3. Meeting at Laodabao Village 相遇在老达保
The villagers of Laodabao are remarkable singers and dancers, and experts in playing guitar and dancing to 
reed pipes. After a day of tough work, they choreograph and stage their own performances. 
It is thought that Laodabao is the home of the multi-part a cappella chorus, due to the beautiful harmonic 
songs it produces.

4. Song of the New Rice Festival 新米节歌
On the eve of the annual New Rice Festival, the Lahu villages are celebrating and booming with life.
Lyrics: “In August, the season of harvest, grains have turned gold. Carrying sickles, we are going to reap  
in the field.” 

5. Song of Hunting 打猎歌
Lyrics: “It is the grand hunting day for the Lahu. With hounds at their sides, shooting guns and bows on 
their shoulders, hundreds of Lahu men march towards imposing mountains and deep valleys, following the  
footprints of porcupines, leopards, muntjacs and red deer. Listen, the hounds have found the game. Yellow 
and black dogs race ahead! Lahu men are poised for shooting. Bang! A muntjac and a leopard have been shot!  
What excellent marksmen they are!” 



6. Duet Love Songs of Lahus 拉祜情歌对唱
Monologue: “Nearby our beautiful village, a lad is playing the reed pipe. Is he expressing his love for a lady?”
Antiphon: 
Man: “I am a young man coming from the north. I have heard of a beautiful young lady living here. You have 
captured my heart and I couldn’t help but think about you for a whole day and night. You are the blossom I 
hold dear to my heart.”
Woman: “Who told you that you could find your beloved young lady here? I am afraid this is not true. Are you 
trying to coax me and steal my heart? If you are not in earnest, my heart will break.”
Man: “My heart is in earnest. The moon and stars can bear witness, if you don’t believe me. I will throw a stone 
to test how deep the river is. If the stone floats, that means the river is deep like my love for you. I will hold on 
to you with deep love.”

Recording date: November, 2010 
Recording location: Laodabao Village, Lancang Lahu Autonomous County, Pu’er, Yunnan Province

JINGPO
Singer: Yue Le Kang Du 

7. Gong Duan 贡端
Senior couples sing to young couples at their wedding, telling them how they spent their lives together in the 
past and wishing them happiness.

8. Millet Souls 谷魂
Lyrics: “Millets have souls. After they were planted, they are possibly eaten by birds, stepped upon by livestock 
and flooded. The millets might be gone, but we need to bring their souls back.”

9. Beng Yang 崩央
This is a eulogy that is sung when older people pass away, to pray for their souls and to take away their pain 
and suffering.

10. Yue Lu 乐鲁
A song sung when husking rice.

11. Zai Wa 载瓦
A duet sung at weddings, like Gong Duan.

12. Le Ga 勒嘎
A song sung when people build new houses.



13. Le Duo Dan 勒多旦
The four seasons were not clearly defined in the past. Therefore, people used to describe the changing seasons 
by the changes in animals and plants.

14. A Love Song 情歌
Lyrics: “Come over here, girls. Let’s chew some tobacco and talk. Come over.”

Recording date: December, 2011 
Recording location: Handeng Village, Jinghan Town, Longchuan County, Dehong Dai and Jingpo Autonomous 
Prefecture, Yunnan Province

JINO
Singers: Villagers from Kelian Village, Mengwang Country, Xishuangbanna Dai Autonomous Prefecture, 
Yunnan Province

15. Beautiful Life (folk song) 美好生活 (山歌)
A song about the joy of life.

16. Praising My Lover Boy 夸情郎
Lyrics: “How handsome and charming my lover boy is. I adore and admire him so much; I am falling for him.”

17. A Duet 对唱
Lyrics: “Father went to buy a red wooden comb in Simao; Mother went to Bazi to buy fabric for making dresses; 
Grandfather bought salt and Grandmother bought cotton.”

18. A Love Song 1 情歌 (一) 
Lyrics: “The sun is setting. My lover boy, please go hunting, carrying your gun and bag.”

19. A Love Song 2 情歌 (二) 
A young man is falling for a young lady. He went to her house only to find that she was not home. Her aunt said 
she went out to play and that she is a lazy girl.

20. Inseparable 难舍难分
Birds in the mountain get together to play and hunt for food, but they go their separate ways to rest at night. 

21. A Work Song 劳动歌
Lyrics: “If we don’t work hard, we won’t be able to live a happy life. Happy lives are never given, but earned 
through hard work.”



22. A Proposal Song 求婚歌
Lyrics: 
Man: “You became even more beautiful. To show my love for you, I picked some fruits for your parents.”
Woman: “My father will not eat them, nor will my mother.” 
Man: “I will send them to your grandparents, your uncle’s family and your elder brother’s family as well.”
Woman: “My grandparents will not eat them, nor will my uncle’s family. My elder brother’s family will not take 
them either.”

23. Mother, Why Don’t You Come Back? 阿妈为什么不回来 
Lyrics: “You, a mother, came back, but why doesn’t my mother?” 
“Because she lost her food bag and went looking for it.”

24. An Old Song of Kelian 柯连老歌
Lyrics: “My mother passed away a long time ago, and my father married my stepmother. My stepmother didn’t 
treat me well and I suffered terribly.”

Recording date: November, 2010 
Recording location: Kelian Village, Mengwang Country, Xishuangbanna Dai Autonomous Prefecture,
 Yunnan Province

ACHANG
25. Epic (Zhepama and Zhemima) 史诗 (遮帕麻和遮米麻)
Singer: Zhang Enfu 
Lyrics: “We will spend the day talking about the genesis of our world, Zhepama and Zhemima. You came to us 
riding on three clouds. After you created sky and earth, you sent someone to teach us how to build our village. 
We settled down in our village, and red kapok bloomed. We will spend the day talking about the good days you 
have given us. We live happily, and our happiness goes on forever like a river flows endlessly.”

26. Song of Shu Wei 1 树喂调 (一) 
Singer: Cao Laomei 
A folk song of the Achang people.

27. Song of Shu Wei 2 树喂调 (二) 
Singers: Guo Rongzhi, Zhao Laomei 
Lyrics: “Zhepama and Zhemima created the world and human beings. Today is a good day. We are happy that 
our dear friends are here and celebrate with us for the happy life we are living. Zhepama and Zhemima came 
to help us and changed who we are. They helped us to live a better life and made us better people.”



28. Song of Shu Wei 3 树喂调 (三)
Singer: Cao Liancun 
A boat made of fern leaves floats on the Irrawaddy River. Two sisters sit inside the boat. They asked, ‘what would 
happen without the sky and earth?’ The water from the river is clear and sweet. It is glittering under the sun and 
is paradise on earth.

29. Song of Ma Lang - A Happy Folk Song 麻郎调 - 喜庆山歌
Singer: Cao Laomei 
Lyrics: “Everyone here in the room is a guru of folk songs, and their singing echoes in the valley. Red kapok 
bloomed in the valley, and the villages of the Zhaos and the Suns celebrate joyful holidays by following the 
local customs invented by their ancestors.”

30. Song of Ma Lang - Carrying Salt 麻郎调 - 背盐
Singers: Young women from Binggai Village 
Lyrics: “The sun is setting and it’s getting dark in the valley. We go out together in the morning and have  
distillated salt for generations.”

31. Song of Spring 逢春调
Singer: Zhao Dapeng 
Lyrics: “Spring in January is the perfect time to wear flowers. The new local magistrate, who will oversee nine 
big families, has just come into power. Families and friends brought alcohol, ten plates of fruits and nine plates 
of flowers to celebrate. Spring in February is the perfect time to wear flowers. Cuckoos are calling, and sooner 
or later all flowers will bloom. Spring in March is the perfect time to wear flowers. Bamboo in the backyard has 
started budding and an 18-year-old girl wearing a hydrangea comes to collect the bamboo buds.”

32. Song of Spring Ox 使春牛调
Singer: Zhao Xingling 
Lyrics: “Time is incredibly valuable and precious. The scent of flowers doesn’t last long, just like the moon will 
wane. It has always been like this, ever since Pangu split the earth and the sky through the Three Sovereigns 
and Five Emperors. The Emperor of Shennong discovered the Five Grains, the Yellow Emperor created fabric 
and clothing, and the Emperor of Fuxi oversaw the financial system of the society.”

33. Song of Tea Harvest 采茶调
Singer: Zhang Enfu 
Chinese New Year is in January, and twenty-four girls are busy playing on a swing. Tea trees start growing new 
leaves in February, and people pick new tea leaves by hand. The boys picked more than the girls did, and they 
went home together.



34. Song of the Woluo Festival 1 窝罗调 (一) (male)
Singers: Zhao Dapeng and others 
Lyrics: 
Lead singer: Ze Le Zan (Xiaoqie): “Today is a good day, and a respected guest will come and tell us how good 
today is. Ask your brothers, and the old, to come and tell us about the good days. Ask your brothers, and the 
old, to come and joke with us on their way. Ask your brothers, and the old, to come and have fun with us.  
Ask your brothers, and the old, to come.”
Lead singer: Ze Le Ma (Daqie): “Let’s perform the Woluo dance. Let’s dance and sway like the wind. 
(Woluo! We want it all and we lose it all.) 
All singers: “Let’s dance like the wind, performing the Woluo dance. Let’s dance and sway like the wind.”
Lead singer: “Today is a good day and I’m telling you.”
All singers: “I’m telling you. Today is a good day. I’m telling you.”
Lead singer: “We are having fun on the way. I’m telling you.”

35. Song of the Woluo Festival 2 窝罗调 (二) (female concerted singing)
Singers: Young women from Binggai Village
Lyrics: “Today is a good day; I had three dreams. Red kapok flowers bloomed, and magpies are calling,  
welcoming our guests; dear guests come to send their best wishes for our village. They walked around our  
villages again and again; they sneaked a peek through our fences and eavesdropped through cracks in the 
walls. Our guests are dressed up and wish us well; let’s all have a good time and treat them well.”

36. Song of the Woluo Festival 3 窝罗调 (三) (female solo)
Singer: Cao Liancun 
Lyrics: “Today is a good day, let’s dance and sing for the Woluo Festival; let’s get together and celebrate the 
Woluo Festival, here today.

Recording date: October, 2012 
Recording location: Jiubao Achang Ethnic Township, Lianghe County, Dehong Dai and Jingpo Autonomous 
Prefecture, Yunnan province




